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In L2, we built short phrases & studied how moments combined to form larger 
narrative sequences. But how do these sequences become a play, complete with 
plot, structure & dialogue? In L3, we move past exercises, into theory & 
presentation. We delve into the process of creating long-form narrative - from the 
genesis of an idea for a play, through workshops, to performance.

First we will discuss a few concepts necessary in discussing that process, then we will 
focus on how to use them to develop our plays.

1 • The Hunch - L3

What: Every new work starts with an inspiration, a source. We call it a “Hunch.”
Sometimes - Often, perhaps - you won’t know why your hunch intrigues you. But you will 
know that you are drawn to it. 

How: When we are curious, delighted, captivate, or confused by something - whether thats 
an argument with family or a global crisis - That is a Hunch. 

Why: A Hunch is a point of departure.

2 • Source Material - L3

What: Once we have a Hunch, we start gathering source material. For us this means all 
the texts, artifacts, images, videos, sketches, diaries, court documents & anything else we 
are about to collect before entering the rehearsal space. Source material can take many 
forms & come from many afferent places. Some source material is not found or gathered 
but is instead manufactured by the artist.

How: We create questions about the subject matter we are exploring & then we use 
student replies in discussion as Source Material. When creating new work, people are 
always very excited; A great many ideas are present in the room & the work can go in 
many different directions. We need to stay in this state for as long as possible. Using 
Moment Work at the beginning of the process gives us the freedom to focus on the parts of 
The Hunch that most excite us, w/out having to worry about the structure of the play.

Why: Working this way highlights theatrical possibilities of the material & helps us to get 
into a shared vocabulary



3 • Organizing Principle - L3

What: When we have created enough moments from our source material & have begun to 
craft Short Narratives w/ the sequencing techniques described in L2, we return to our 
original Hunch.Why did we want to follow this Hunch in the first place? What has the 
Moment Work revealed about this Hunch? From these conversations we extract an 
Organizing Principle.

How: This has speed bumps, do not be discouraged. This principle is trial & error.
 
Why: This is the pressing question that will help us generate the story & determine how 
that story is told. This is sometimes called “Dramatic Question” or “ Premise” or the “Central 
Question.” This principle determines what moments belong in the play & which do not. 

4 • Using Through-lines - L3

What: After we have created moments & sequenced them in rehearsal, we start mapping 
how to convey our story. 

How: A moment is constructed w/ elements of the stage, A sequence is constructed w/ 
A series of moments & when the sequence gets long & complex enough to contain larger 
aspects of the story, we speak of it as a Through-line. We make Through lines for the place 
the story is centered. The characters who inhabit the story & lastly, we track what happens 
to us as a theater company & as individuals as we encounter the source material & the 
elements involved.

Why: The term Through-line to describe specific narrative strands in that story. 

5 • Interviewing Model - L3

What: Arrive in the location of your story & allow members to begin finding the people they 
want to interview. 

How: Split the workload, some company members focus on the perpetrator. Others on the 
victim. Some spend time interviewing the city councilman, some spend time interviewing 
the homeless population. After you have spent three weeks gathering recordings of your 
interviewees. Reconvene in the rehearsal room with your material transcribed. Your actors, 
actors require empathy. Regardless of if your interviewee says something you agree or 
disagree with, always lead with empathy & stay away from judgment.

Why: We are building a source from which to make moments as well as inundating 
ourselves in the stories world.



6 • Transcribing The Poetry Of The Vernacular - L3

Though often tedious & burrecratic, Transcribing our interviews is a fascinating & revealing 
process. It helps us to hear things said, we didn’t catch the first time around. It also helps 
us to focus on speech patterns, pauses & turns of phrase. 

What: Find "The poetry of the vernacular” or “The poetry of the everyday. 

How: When asked to describe the color of the sky a student might say “The sky was that 
blue that… you know, you’ll never be able to paint. Just sky blue.” Poetry, When we take a 
closer look a the ordinary & come out with a new perspective on things. 

Why: Transcribing your first round of interviews & reading the transcripts aloud will also 
teach you a great deal about the process of interviewing. Let the person finish. Do not add 
words to be polite. You will short circuit the interviewee. Allow the awkward pauses to exist, 
it is not your job to fill the gap. Be patient & magic will arrive.
This will lead to discoveries for Moment Work. 

7 • Making Moments W/ The Transcripts - L3

What: Once we have completed the transcripts, We begin exploring them in the room 
together w/ Moment Work. We start w/ a simple exercise: Create a moment that introduces 
your character to the group.

How: Choose texts from the interview that you find striking, relevant to our questionnaire, 
moving or hilarious. Make a moment w/ those texts, using other elements of the stage to 
communicate something about your character, the situation of the interviewee or your 
experience of it. We are now editors, choosing what moments to present & how. It is 
tempting to just read the text of the interviews. Don’t. Try as much as possible to make 
moments with the material instead. We also ask performers to make moments w/out the 
text that communicates things relevant to the Source Material. 

Why: We experiment and play until we find the language we can use to write the play.



8 • Company Member Roles Emerge - L3

What: Allow people to fill positions naturally.

How: At this point in the process, some of the company members will become more 
interested in continuing to conduct interviews & crafting a script with the Theater Director. 
Other company members, either because of schedules or because they want to focus on 
performing the piece, won’t come into the writers lab but will instead join us for rehearsals. 

The writers that emerge will further organize & edit the source material, conduct additional 
research & collaborate on the writing of the play. This group will have lead & associate 
writers always looking for material that will deepen what was already in the play. Then later 
on, as we get closer to the first production & as actors focus further on performance. The 
writers will continue to join rehearsals while continuing work on the drafts.

Why: In our society of friends, oversight and leadership will come from professional 
faculty and amateur students working in concert with one another. 

9 • Separating Form 1/2 - L3

What: As we get closer to a production date, we shift our foes toward the final crafting of 
the script & looked for forms that would address the themes & ideas we were interested in 
exploring.

How: We do not make documentary plays. One of the pitfalls of the worddocumentary is 
that it implies that we are presenting facts, unadulterated by opinion or interpretation. But 
as we all know, when we splice a moment or layer a moment, they are no longer simply 
facts. They are a narrative created by the people who are telling the story. We are not 
reporters. We are not objective narrators. Some of our company are Black, Mexican, 
Chinese, Male, Female, Gay or Straight, we are all theater people, so we all have different 
perspectives on the material. Different points of entry.



9 • Separating Form 2/2 - L3 

Exp. 1: Open a play by having a performer announce to the audience: 

“On (TBD date) The members of The Slauson R.C. Theater School traveled to (TBD 
location) & conducted interviews with the people of the town. The play your about to see 
was edited form those interviews as well as journal entries by members of the company & 
other found texts.” 

Another company member comes onstage holding an article of their costume, showing it to 
the audience. The performer takes a beat and then says: 

Performer: “Mt first interview was with (TBD person).” 

Then, the performer the article of costume on & says: 

Performer: (TBD person) at the start of the interview, was (TBD interview position) 
something like this.” 

The Performer then assumes the identity of the character, speaking the characters lines.

Exp. 2: Open a play with the phone ringing. The performer picks the phone up and says:

Performer: "Hello (TBD Character) I’m (Performers real name).”

The Performer then speaks the words of the other person on the call, re-enacting the 
conversation by playing both themselves & the character.

Why: It is important for us to make sure we have a model, or a theatrical form, that tells the 
audience: “These are not facts” but rather “This is what we saw; This is what we heard.” 
We need structures that place us - the performers (& Interviewers) in plain sight of the 
audience at all times. The forms below acknowledge the company as characters in a play - 
The story tellers of the play, The lens through which we, the audience look at the town.



10 • The Three Act Structure - L3

What: As we bring our sequences together, three acts begin to emerge:

How: In a nutshell, the 3 acts are labeled as:

1. Set-up - What
2. Confrontation - How
3. Resolution - Why

Why: Some people like to call them beginning, middle, and end, which is not inaccurate. 
The point of the acts is to make sure that the story evolves and the stakes get higher.

11 • Decision Making - L3

What: The decision making process in an egalitarian theater company can be complicated. 
Over the course of a long creative process actors become very very very passionate about 
getting it right. About getting their version of right, up on the stage. They will of course have 
strong ideas about the narrative they are helping to create.

How: Throughout the development of the play, The Theater Director will have final say 
about what moment & which texts make it into the final script. But this is not always as 
easy as it sounds. It is the job of the Director to keep reminding the company of the 
Organizing Principle - What the story is about - & to explain how & why they are deciding 
which material winds up in the play. We then can begin to see clear parameters to get 
behind. For example: if two interviewers interview the same interviewee, how do we decide 
which text to use? The Theater Director makes a choice based on the Organizing Principle 
which the company agreed on. 

Why: In this type of work, actors find themselves thinking as theater makers: as writers, as 
designers & as directors, which sometimes means they will advocate for cutting one of 
their own texts or characters. Our sense of “the good of the company” must be an 
awareness the we are creating collaboratively, & the whole has to be greater than the sum 
of its parts. We all must put our egos in the back seat. This can be very very very 
challenging.

13 • Chronology - L3

What: As a company we discuss the timeline of the play.

How: The Moments we make at the beginning of the process are to be divided into “Past” 
& “Present.” They are then presented in full view of the company & discussed.

Why: The tension between the convictions of the two time periods & the experiences of 
our lead characters become a driving engine of the play.



14 • From Screenplay To Stage - L3

We all know film vocabulary & it’s uses. Close-up, Pan, Dissolve, Cut, Pace etc.
We must find a way to achieve this onstage. Using elements of the stage. A Close-up can 
be achieved by actors holding pendant lights in tight isolation on the face of the actor 
speaking. Or it can be achieved by having the performer move all the way downstage as a 
narrator says: Close-up. A Pan can be achieved by having the actors turning their lights to 
slowly reveal characters, props & architecture. This light move could be coupled with a 
slow, actor driven scenic shift to complete the theatrical illusion of a camera pan.

What: Assemble lists of Moments & Dramatic Forms. The focus at this stage is not on the 
larger story but on trying to flesh out moments that would most intimately describe the 
character & the situations they experience in a theatrical way. 

How: Write each moment on an index card & pin them to the wall, so that we can all 
visually understand the narrative as we explore structures. It will take three weeks of 
careful finessing, between multiple non linear scripts before the play starts to move into 
script form. Plan on another three weeks of work-shopping to memorize the scenes.

Why: While we implement new sequences, new layerings & new contexts, we make 
moments in response to what we are learning about the narrative. Since Moment work is a 
way of “writing performance” the actors & designers construct theatrical sentences & 
paragraphs together. We are all engaged in dramaturgical conversation with the work & 
each other, while we make it.

15 • Structuring The Play 2 - L3

What: As your moments begin to suggest longer narratives, the company rehearses each 
scene individually, w/out any assurance of where it will end up in the final play. We write 
each moment on an index card & pin them to the wall, so that we can visually understand 
the narrative as we explore the varying structures. Your story will become clear. The 
beauty you can harness will become clear. As will the poetic narrative of the elements of 
the space. 

How: Run the show in different orders. See what comes. Share your insights about the 
moment with the group. Perform structural & interpretive analysis after each change is 
made. Track & translate even small changes in narrative structure, changes in characters 
points of view & how they might behave in the situation & context. 

Why: We want to get to the point where our ensemble of actors are thinking & responding 
collectively as a team of dramaturges. 



17 • Seeking Narrative - L3

One of the most important & overlooked aspects of Moment Work is the “lull” between 
workshops. Moment Work harvest so many images & forms that it is sometimes difficult to 
process everything in the room at once. In the days & weeks following a workshop, many 
things can become clear, can sort themselves out in terms of priority, importance & lasting 
impressions. Somethings stick with you, some don’t. It is sometimes surprising when 
soothing in the room, which on the day seemed essential, upon reflection proves to be a 
bridge to another idea. 

What: During these breaks, The Theater Director & The Writers set out to shape what is 
found in the narrative & to decide which characters to focus on. 

How: The goal here is to present the fruits of your research through the decided upon 
characters & to weave their stories together in an engaging, dynamic & compelling show. 

Why: At the core of a work in progress is an exploration of desire, compassion, human 
dignity & connection.

Go forth. Make it sacred.


